


Finishes & inclusions* 

STUDIO LOFT (IF APPLICABLE) 

Electric cooktop 

Provision only for fridge, washing machine and dryer 

Gas bayonet points not included 

- Air-conditioning not provided

- Stainless steel laundry tub

Note: GeoAir geothermal fully ducted reverse cycle
air-conditioning system is provided in all homes
excluding studios and lofts.

SERVICES 

Provision for NBN 

Free to air antenna outlets to living area and 
master bedroom 

- Telephone outlets to living area, kitchen and
master bedroom

How Geothermal works 

Geothermal units send refrigerant underground 
and use the constant 20 degrees temperature 
of the Earth to heat and cool your home. 
The technology is not affected by outside 
temperatures making it a far more efficient 
and sustainable option, with lower running 
costs due to lower energy consumption. 

Step 1.

Water circulates through pipes down into 
the earth. 

Step 2.

This water is heated or cooled to the year-round 
constant ground temperature of 20°C. 

Step 3.

The warm or cooled liquid is then pumped 
back through your GeoAir pump and converted 
to either cool or heat your home, and provide 
hot water. 

LIVEABILITY & COMFORT DESIGN FEATURES 

Each home will achieve a minimum 4 to 6.5 star 
NatHERS energy efficiency Star Rating including 
GeoAir geothermal fully ducted reverse cycle 
air-conditioning systems. GeoAir is an innovative 
energy efficient air-conditioning technology 
that could save residents up to 60% on their 
air-conditioning energy costs compared to 
a standard air-conditioned home, based on 
equivalent house size and power usage. A typical 
4 person household might expect to save up to 
$600 per year based on current electricity prices. 

Geothermal Heat Pump 

Disclaimer: *Building Code of Australia provides energy efficiency requirements for residential buildings.A NatHERS (Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme) Star Rating is used by the BCA 
as a measure of energy efficiency. The NatHERS Star Ratings shown on this pricelist are taken from certified energy efficiency assessments required for each individual lot in the development as 
part of obtaining BASIX certification. BASIX prescribes building efficiency standards in NSW for residential buildings in terms of water, energy saving and thermal comfort. Please note that 
while reasonable care is taken to ensure that the contents in this inclusions list are correct, this information is to be used as a guide only. Changes may be made during the 
development process and dimensions, specifications and fittings may vary for reasons outside of the sellers' control. Purchasers must rely on their own enquiries and the Contract for Sale. 
Finishes and inclusions  for  Release  1-3 of Stage 51/57, The Green and Release 1 and 2 of Stage 43 , The Woods Collection. September 2018. 
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